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Run your
Business on Maps

S

aartha is an enterprise software development company
with presence in India and
Australia. Industry leaders
like SAP and Esri recognize it as
an "Emerging Business Partner" to
build innovative, and user-friendly
enterprise applications.
Saartha is poised for growth with
portfolio of products –Business on
Maps, Asset Planning, and Evolve
Business Rules. It has an impeccable
record of delivering solutions in

real estate operations, mine plan- CRM and SCM systems of SAP with
ning, the list goes on.
ease. ‘Business on Maps’ delivers
an incredible, next gen user experiWhat Saartha envisioned
ence, with maps. It is a low code platform, which empowers businesses
Saartha wanted to bring location to geo-enable any SAP transaction
intelligence into SAP solution set by way of configuration. Any busito help customers benefit from it. ness operation can be enabled to
Saartha was looking for an enter- run on maps. Furthermore, there are
prise grade GIS solution to inte- several out of box standard apps like
grate with SAP. Saartha wanted to spatial job scheduler and asset maintake user experience with maps tenance apps that readily deliver RoI
beyond visualisation and analytics. in as early as 13th week onwards, for
The vision was to enable organi- a typical implementation.

Schedule Jobs

Monitor Asset Operations

on Map

on Map

Geo-Tag Assets on Map

niche technology areas of GIS Integration, SAP BRF+, S/4, HANA, SAP
Fiori/UI5 across diverse industry
verticals.

Location Intelligence for SAP
solutions
There is a tremendous opportunity
for enterprise customers using SAP,
to leverage location data in their
business operations. As an example,
for organisations with large plants or
geographically distributed assets,
job scheduling considering location
is a huge challenge. There are many
scenarios, like creating tailored
marketing campaigns by location,
based on customer demography,

Optimize Route Save
Travel time

sations to run integrated business
operations on maps. The system
should also be able to analyse any
SAP operational report on map,
in real time, without the need to
extract, transform and load into GIS
systems or other analytic tools.

Esri India joins in
Being a leader in enterprise GIS
systems, Esri was the solution of
choice for Saartha to realise their
product vision. ‘Business on Maps’ is
a product by Saartha that integrates
Esri’s proven GIS solution with SAP
solutions. Thanks to this collaboration, organisations can implement
location intelligence in their ERP,

Analyze Asset
Operations on Map

Benefits of the system
Apps like spatial job scheduler
enable organisations to save
millions in proactively planning
their preventive asset maintenance
scheduling. Reduced travel time,
increased productivity of field
crew, eliminating overdue preventive maintenance, increased asset
uptime, savings in capital expenditure and operational expenditure are the major benefits in asset
management space. In addition to
asset management, location intelligence can be implemented in
several, business functions. ‘Business on Maps’ helps unlock more
value from SAP investments.
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